Control and modulation of canal driven vestibulo-ocular reflex.
It has been well known that the canal driven vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) is controlled and modulated through the central nervous system by external sensory information (e.g. visual, otolithic and somatosensory inputs) and by mental conditions. Because the origin of retinal image motion exists both in the subjects (eye, head and body motions) and in the external world (object motion), the head motion should be canceled and/or the object should be followed by smooth eye movements. Human has developed a lot of central nervous mechanisms for smooth eye movements (e.g. VOR, optokinetic reflex and smooth pursuit eye movements). These mechanisms are thought to work for the purpose of better seeing. Distinct mechanism will work in appropriate self motion and/or object motion. As the results, whole mechanisms are controlled in a purpose-directed manner. This can be achieved by a self-organizing holistic system. Holistic system is very useful for understanding human oculomotor behavior.